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Base Detail With IQ Drain
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Internal Finish
By Others

Locking Sleeve
At Handle Position

IQ Drain System
for MW
CT1 Sealant
Adhesive

Double Side Tape &
CT1 Sealant Adhesive

External Finish
By Others

FFL

FFL

IQ Drain System
for MW
CT1 Sealant
Adhesive

2 Part
Drainage Block

2 Part
Drainage Block

EPDM By IQ

DPM By Others

Structure
By Others

Solid Cast Concrete/Steel
Upstand
Required By Others

DPM By Others

Minimum 200

Gutter/Drainage Connection
By Others

Ø40 Spigot Bottom Outlet
(Concrete Notched at
spigot position or timber support
required along IQ drain)
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